Heb. 7:18-22 mws
V. 18

avqe,thsij
a refusal to recognize the validity of something, annulment, legal technical term, ‘a former
commandment is annulled’
to refuse to recognize the validity of something, to reject, to regard as invalid, annulment, ‘for
the earlier commandment has been set aside’ cf. 10:28

proagou,shj

PAPtcpFSG
fr. proagw
to move ahead or in front of, go before, lead the way, precede, in time, go or come ahead of
someone
to go prior to someone else’s going, to go prior to, to go away beforehand

evntolh/j
a mandate or ordinance, command, of commands given by divine authorities, of commandments
of the OT law, the law, cf. 9:19
that which is authoritatively commanded, commandment, order

avsqene.j
pertaining to experiencing some incapacity or limitation, weak, of relative ineffectiveness,
whether external or inward weak, feeble, ineffectual
pertaining to a state of limited capacity to do or be something, weak, unable

avnwfele,j
pertaining to not being of any advantage, useless, ‘because of its weakness and use
pertaining to not offering any special benefit, without advantage, of no special benefit, ‘the old
rule, then, is set aside, because it was weak and of no special benefit’

V. 19
evtelei,wsen

AAI3sg
fr. teleiow
to complete an activity, complete, bring to an end, finish, accomplish
to overcome or supplant an imperfect state of things by one that is free from objection, bring to
an end, bring to its goal/accomplishment, make perfect
to make perfect in the moral sense, to make perfect, to perfect, causing perfection

evpeisagwgh.
the process of causing something to be present, bringing in (besides), introduction, ‘a better hope
is introduced’
the process of causing something to begin, introduction, to begin, ‘but the introduction of a better
hope’

krei,ttonoj
pertaining to being of high status, more prominent, higher in rank, preferable, better, cf. v. 7, 22,
8:6, 9:23, 10:34, 11:15, 35
pertaining to being superior to something else in characteristics or function, better, superior, ‘the
provision of a better hope’

evlpi,doj
the looking forward to something with some reason for confidence respecting fulfillment, hope,
expectation, especially pertaining to matters spoken of in God’s promises, hope, of Christian
expectation, cf. 3:6, 6:11, 18, 10:23
that which is hoped for, what is hoped for, hope

diV
marker of instrumentality or circumstance whereby something is accomplished or effected, by,
via, through, of means or instrument
marker of the means by which one event makes another event possible

evggi,zomen

PAI1pl
fr. evggizw
to move in space and so draw closer to a reference point, draw near, come near, approach of
humans and transcendent beings, ‘figurative of the spiritual service of Christians’

V. 20

kaqV
marker of norm of similarity or homogeneity, according to, in accordance with, in conformity
with, according to, introducing the norm which governs something, the norm is at the same time
the reason, so that in accordance with and because of are merged, in so far as, in as much as, just
so, cf. v. 22
a marker of a relation involving similarity of process, in accordance with, in relation to

o[son
pertaining to degree of correlative extent, ‘to the degree that…, to the same degree’
a degree of correlative extent, to the degree that, to the same degree, as much as

cwri.j
pertaining to the absence or lack of something, without, apart from, independently of
marker of negatively linked elements, without, not with, no relationship to, apart from,
independent of

o`rkwmosi,aj\
the process of taking an oath, oath-taking, oath, cf. v. 28
to affirm the truth of a statement by calling on a divine being to execute sanctions against a
person if the statement in question is not true, to swear, to make an oath, oath

V. 21

meta.
marker of attendant circumstances of something that takes place, with, possibly instrumental
marker of means, with the probable additional implication of attendant circumstance, by means
of, with, through

o`rkwmosi,aj
see above

:Wmosen

AAI3sg
fr. ovmnuw
to affirm the veracity of one’s statement by invoking a transcendent entity, frequently with
implied invitation of punishment if one is untruthful, swear, take an oath, ‘since (God) could
swear by no one greater, he swore by himself’, cf. 3:11, 18, 4:3, 6:13
to affirm the truth of a statement by calling on a divine being to execute sanctions against a
person if the statement in question is not true (in the case of a deity taking an oath, his divine
being is regarded as validating the statement), to swear, to make an oath, oath

metamelhqh,setai

FPdepI3sg
fr. metamelomai
to change one’s mind about something, without focus on regret, change one’s mind, have second
thoughts, quoting Psa. 110:4
to change one’s mind about something, with the probable implication of regret, to change one’s
mind, to think differently

aivw/na
a long period of time, without reference to beginning or end, of time to come which, if it has no
end, is also known as eternity
unlimited duration of time, with particular focus upon the future, always, forever, forever and
ever, eternally, cf. Heb. 7:25

V. 22

tosou/to
pertaining to a correlative degree, so much, as much, with the comparative corresponding to o`sw|
[see v. 20] ‘so much (greater, more, etc.)…than or as’ cf. 1:4, 10:25
a degree of correlative extent, to the degree that, to the same degree, as much as

krei,ttonoj
see above

diaqh,khj
covenant, ‘it is the declaration of one person’s initiative, not the result of an agreement between
two parties…In the covenants of God, it was God alone who set the conditions’ decree,
declaration of purpose, set of regulations’
the verbal content of an agreement between two persons specifying reciprocal benefits and
responsibilities, covenant, pact, ‘the initiative for such a covenantal relationship existed with one
person rather than being the result of negotiation and compromise

e;gguoj
pertaining to assurance for the fulfillment of something, under good security, ‘guarantee of a
better covenant’
one who guarantees the reality of something, the guarantee, guarantor, ‘Jesus has become the
guarantor of the better covenant’

